
Configuration form

Temperature controller fan coil, 2-/4-pipe
The Temperature controller fan coil provides the ability to set various parameters on the device in order to 

adjust the device to local conditions. All settings can be made after installation on site with the help of the 

manual. With this form JUNG offers the possibility to transfer all required device settings to JUNG already 

before ordering the device. We will then deliver one or more devices with your desired configuration.

1) Project ID

This ID is given by JUNG. Therefore, you can not edit anything in this field. The project ID is used to

save your settings on a JUNG server. Later, you can order additional devices with the same settings

by specifying this ID.

Name: Project:

City of project: Project country:

2) Temperature unit

Select the basic setting of the temperature unit.

Celsius

Fahrenheit

3) Status LED / Operating mode

The status LED indicates the current operating mode (profile) of the device.

Green = Comfort, Comfort–, Eco

Red = Standby, Building protection

Status LED always ON

Status LED always OFF

4) Status LED / Operation

The status LED flashes green when operating the touch keys.

Status LED flashes

Status LED always OFF

5) Display brightness

You can select between 3 display brightness levels.

Level 1 = dark (30%)   /  Level 2 = medium (60%)  / Level 3 = bright ( 100%)
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6) Switch-off time of the display illumination

Set the illumination time of the display:

Minimum 15 seconds

Maximum 120 seconds

in steps of 1 second         seconds

7) Device type 2/4 pipe

Please indicate which device type you would like to use:

Temperature controller Fan Coil             2-pipe                  4-pipe

8) Selection heating/cooling

Select the mode in which you want to use the device:

only heating                only cooling heating and cooling

Note:  For the "2-pipe" device type, the  heating and cooling mode  can also be selected. 

In this case, the building technician must do the settings manually on the device, when the 

2-pipe fan coil system is changing the heating or cooling medium.

9) Switching between heating and cooling (only for device type "4-pipe")

Do you want to carry out the changeover manually or should the device carry out the

changeover automatically?

An automatic changeover is only possible with the selection "4-pipe" at point 7).

Manuall y automatically

Note: With device type "2-pipe" no selection is possible. With the device type "2-pipe" only 
manual switching is possible.

10) Setting for the satellite input

The device has a satellite input, e.g. for the connection of a key card holder.

Please select the contact type of the satellite unit.

Normally Closed

Normally Open

No satellite connected

minutes 

11) Cycle time of the switching controller output (min.)
Please inquire for the ideal cycle time. You will probably find the cycle time in the technical data of
the manufacturer of the fan coil device or the valve, which regulates the heating / cooling medium.
Select a possible cycle time between 4 and 30 minutes. Step size: 1 minute
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The setpoint for operating mode Comfort cooling results automatically by entering the setpoint 

of the operating mode Comfort heating. The setpoint for operating mode Comfort cooling is 

always 2 Kelvin higher than the setpoint Comfort heating. The 2 Kelvin form the dead zone.

Setpoint cooling for the operation mode Comfort °C

K

K

K

RAISING the setpoint temperature cooling for Comfort- mode by  
(possible value between 0 and 10K - factory setting 2K)

RAISING the setpoint temperature cooling for Eco mode by 
(possible value between 0 and 10K - factory setting 4K)

RAISING the setpoint temperature cooling for Standby mode by 
(possible value between 0 and 10K - factory setting 6K)

°C 

K

K

K

Heating:

Setpoint heating for the operation mode  Comfort
(enter a value between 7°C and 40°C - factory setting 24°C) 

LOWER the setpoint temperature heating for Comfort- mode by  
(possible value between 0 and 10K - factory setting 2K)

LOWER the setpoint temperature heating for Eco mode by 
(possible value between 0 and 10K - factory setting 4K)

LOWER the setpoint temperature heating for Standby mode by 
(possible value between 0 and 10K - factory setting 6K)

Cooling:

12) Set temperature values

Here you find the option to adjust the setpoint values of the operating modes (profiles).

The basic value is the setpoint for the operating mode Comfort. It can only be entered in the unit

Celsius, no matter if the device displays Fahrenheit during active operation.

All other values are specified in Kelvin and are depending on the output value of "Comfort

heating".

The following information depend on your selection under point 8) Selection heating/cooling

12) Select valve drive
Here you have to set the characteristics of the installed valve drives. 
Valve drive for heating:

normally closed valve drivenormally open valve drive

Valve drive for cooling:
normally open  valve drive normally closed valve drive
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13) Fan stage settings

Here you find the option to set the fan control of the operating modes (profiles) Comfort -, Eco and 

Standby. A setting for the Comfort operating mode is not possible. In Comfort operating mode, the fan 

stage is always automatically selected. The fan stage of the comfort mode is determined by the device as 

a function of the difference between the actual temperature and the setpoint temperature.

The following settings for the operating modes (profiles) Comfort -, Eco and Standby are possible:

Auto fan stage:  With this setting, the fan operates automatically.

Minimum auto fan stage 1:  With this setting, the fan operates automatically, but never falls below the 

smallest fan stage 1.

Minimum auto fan stage 2:  With this setting, the fan operates automatically, but never falls below the 

smallest fan stage 2.

Fixed fan stage OFF:  With this setting, the fan is permanently OFF.

Fixed fan stage 1:  With this setting, the fan works permanently on fan stage 1.

Fixed fan stage 2:  With this setting, the fan works permanently on fan stage 2.

Selection fan control

Fan control for the operation mode (profile) Comfort -  

Fan control for the operation mode (profile) Eco 

Fan control for the operation mode (profile) Standby 

Switching time between fan stages (0 - 10 seconds)

Important Information

A configured room temperature controller can be reset to factory settings. The performed 

settings at point 7) 8) 9) 10) and 12) are not reset and can not be changed in the settings directly 

on the device.

Did you complete the form?

Please send the saved PDF to the following e-mail address:

hotel@jung.de

Within the next 3 working days you will receive a confirmation PDF from JUNG

with the project ID mentioned under point 1). Please enter this ID urgently when placing your order.


	Geraetetyp 2/4 Rohr: 4-Rohr
	Auswahl Heizen Kühlen: Heizen und Kühlen
	Umschaltung H / K: Manuell
	Nebenstelle: Schließer
	Heizen Comfort: 24
	Heizen Comfort minus: 2
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	Blinken bei Betätigung: Blinken AN
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	Minuten: 5
	Lüftersteuerung Eco: [Auto fan stage]
	Lüftersteuerung Comfort -: [Auto fan stage]
	Lüftersteuerung Standby: [Auto fan stage]
	Stelventil Heizen: geschlossen
	Stelventil Kühlen: geschlossen
	Umschaltzeit: [1 second]


